Guarded: The Silverton Chronicles

When everyones existence depends on the
lies they tell, trust doesnt come easy. Ivys
neighbors have a secret. They arent human.
But Ivy has a secret, too. She knows. As
long as everyone keeps quiet, shes happy
working as a P.I. by day and chillaxing
with her BFF Florian, a vampire, by
night.When a routine pickup drops her in
the middle of a murder, her two worlds
collide. While Florian knows how to throw
a punch, deep down hes a softie. His idea
of scary? Running out of hair product. Its
time Ivy faced facts. Even with a vampire
on stand-by, one gal can only kick so many
asses. For help, she must put her faith in
others. A human, who might just be the
one. A demon, who will, for a price, open
the doors to her heritage. And a werewolf,
who wants to protect her from herself. Torn
between these men, Ivy must tread
carefully, because one wants her heart, one
wants her body, and one wants her dead. A
sexy urban fantasy by the author of Divide
and Conquer.
INTERVIEW
WITH THE AUTHOR Q - What makes
Guarded special? A - The characters, no
doubt. Primarily, Guarded is a womens
adventure playing out in a paranormal
world, where figures from lore co-inhabit
our mundane world. Among the
shapeshifters, demons and vampires, this
young woman, Ivy, slowly comes to terms
with who she is. Along the way, she must
solve the mystery of a statue and avoid an
old foe, but these layers really mainly serve
as a vehicle for her characters
transformation. At a deeper level, its the
chemistry between the people that stays
with you. Especially memorable is the
special friendship between Ivy and her
sidekick Florian. Q - How many books will
complete The Silverton Chronicles series?
A - Guarded was released in July 2015, and
its sequel is due out in March 2016. The
series will consist of at least five
full-length books and a collection of short
stories to tie up loose ends. Q - So, why
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should readers give this book a try? A Because The Silverton Chronicles offer a
fun, fast-paced adventure that will keep
you guessing to the very end. Not even the
romance is straight-forward. Basically,
readers who enjoy quick-action plot twists
and scorching-hot chemistry will get a
thrill out of this novel, but be warned: it
contains adult material. Q - Why do you
write urban fantasy? A - Because its the
genre I grew up on. Many books for
children feature magic and supernatural
elements, and play out in our
neighborhoods. My novel is a spicy,
grown-up version of that. In fact, many
readers whove never considered urban
fantasy or paranormal romance find
Guarded the perfect introduction, since its
primarily about real people in the (almost)
real world. Thanks for reading!
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